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Media Analysis Project 
 
Theoretically Driven Content Analysis as a Tool for Addressing 
Social Problems: An Exercise in Public Sociology 
 
For this assignment, you will use sociological theories about alcohol and 
drug use to inform the public about a “social problem” relating to 
drugs/alcohol. You will perform a qualitative content analysis of some 
media depicting your chosen social problem. You should use sociological 
theory to explain (1) why this is a social problem, (2) what this media tells 
us about the social problem, (3) what might be done to address the social 
problem.  
 
Your goal is to provide information that would be beneficial for 
navigating society in the United States in the year 2022.  
 
You should complete the assignment in a stepwise fashion, following the 
numbered steps, in order. Begin with ‘Step 1’ (pg. 2, below).  
 
You’ll take on the role of “expert,” using what you’ve learned this semester 
to create a media presentation explaining: 
 

- WHAT - the phenomenon at hand [depicted in your analyzed 
media?] 

- WHAT - it’s impact on the public [what makes this a social 
problem?] 

- WHO - the segment of the population at which your educational 
presentation is aimed [who is your audience?] 

- WHY - the reason for presenting your theoretical analysis to this 
segment of the population to explain said 
phenomenon[why does this population need this info 
through this lens, what does it provide them that they don’t 
already have?]  

- HOW - what behaviors/actions your selected segment of the 
population can engage in so they can address/navigate 
the phenomenon, now that they have your information 
[how can this social problem be addressed?]. 
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Step 1 - Selecting your topic/phenomenon: 
 
Start with the following questions:  
- How are drugs and alcohol depicted in media?  
- What mediums include these depictions? (movies, tv, newspaper, etc.) 
- How do media depictions of drugs/alcohol relate to the social problems 
aspects of the sociology of alcohol and drug use? 
 - Do they influence some sort of drug related behavior or policy? 
 - Do they depict some sort of drug related behavior or policy as “bad,” 

“deviant,” “problematic,” etc? 
 
Take some time to brainstorm during Module 1, using these questions to 
guide your thinking. As we begin to discuss sociological theories about 
alcohol and drugs, think about whether/how these theories might help 
explain your answers to the questions above.  
 
Make a decision about your project topic, analyzed medium, audience, and 
medium for presentation. When you feel ready, move to Step 3 (Proposal).  
 
In your proposal, you should:  

- discuss your topic 
o explain why it constitutes a social problem  
o explain how/why sociology is useful for examining some aspect 

of this problem 
- discuss your content analysis 

o identify what media examples depicting drug and alcohol use 
will you use for your analysis 

o explain how the media example depicts drug and alcohol use 
o explain how analyzing this content will contribute to your 

investigation of your chosen topic/social problem 
§ explain why you chose this example, as opposed to other 

examples 
- discuss your presentation 

o who is your intended audience? 
o why do they need this information? 
o how will you present the information? (ex: paper, recorded 

presentation with slides, comic strip, poem, song, infographic, 
etc.) 

§ why is presenting in this format useful, given your chosen 
audience? 
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Step 2 - Instructor Check-in:  
 
You should check-in with me about your project at least once this 
semester. You can complete your check-in by: 
 

1) scheduling a student hours meeting  
2) sending me an email updating me on your progress on the project 

 
You can check-in at any point during the semester, and you can check-in 
as many times as necessary.  
 
If you are struggling with your topic, you may want to check-in prior 
to submitting your proposal (Due with Module 1 
Assignments/Quizzes).  
 
 
[MOVE TO STEP 3 ON NEXT PAGE] 
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Step 3 - The Proposal  
(due February 6 @ 11:59 pm w/Module 1) 
 
Your proposal should be brief (a few sentences, no more than one page). 
You should include your overall idea/goal, some thoughts on what media 
form you intend to use for your informational tool, your reasoning behind 
your media choice, and an initial thought as to which theory/theoretical 
concepts you plan to use. See page 2 of this document for further 
specification on the proposal’s components. 
 
You are not married to this proposal, and there is room to adjust 
theories/concepts later in the semester. However, you should not use this 
flexibility as an excuse to procrastinate. I do not recommend constructing a 
quick proposal to get the points, then waiting to develop your goal in a few 
months when the deadline is approaching.  
 
Taking the extra time to do this now will save you time and effort later.  
 

Step 4 – Annotated Bibliography  
(due March 13 @ 11:59 pm w/Module 2)  
 
Start to compile your media sources for analysis. Provide a correctly 
formatted citation for each source (ASA or APA).  
 
Start to compile sources on the sociological theory/concept you plan to use 
for your final presentation. Provide a correctly formatted citation for each 
source (ASA or APA). Your theoretical source must be an academic (peer-
reviewed) source, and if you choose to use a theory (or theoretical 
application) that aligns with one specific theorist (or theorist’s use of the 
theory), you MUST cite the primary source. For example, if you use the 
concept of “stigma” in your project, you must cite Erving Goffman’s 1963 
book Stigma among your theoretical sources. Similarly, if you say you will 
use Merton’s “strain theory,” you should include a citation for Merton’s 1938 
article, “Social Structure and Anomie” in the American Sociological Review 
journal, and it would not be sufficient to cite another strain theorist, like 
Akers’ work on general strain theory, instead. Encyclopedia and blog 
entries are never considered appropriate theoretical sources—avoid 
these. As a general rule, if you found it via regular Google (not scholar), it 
is likely not a sufficient academic source.  
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Under each source, provide some context for your decision to include that 
source. Your annotations should include the following information 
about each source: 

- What is it? (Is this your theoretical source? Media source? A 
supplemental academic source? A supplemental non-academic 
source?) 

- What information does the source provide? (Be specific, for example, 
Merton’s “Social Structure and Anomie” used as a theoretical source 
would provide information that you plan to use to explain some 
phenomenon depicted in your analyzed media example) 

- Why did you select it? (What purpose will it serve for the project?)  
 
Your annotations do not have to be formal, and they can include images 
etc. if you find that useful. For example, if you select a film and the poster 
depicts drinking, you might decide to include an image in your annotation. 
You will know your annotations are sufficient if: 

- I can identify each source you used  
- I can assess why/how each source will be used for the project 
- I can identify specific information provided by each source  

 
[MOVE TO STEP 5 ON NEXT PAGE] 
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Step 5 – Final Outline + Formal Bibliography  
(due April 10 @ 11:59 pm w/Module 3) 
 
Begin to outline your presentation. You may find it useful to begin this step 
while finishing up your annotations from Step 4. Your outline should contain 
a lot of the same info from your annotations, but this time you will remove 
your annotations from your bibliography and use them to construct an 
extremely detailed outline/overview of your final presentation.  
 
You are not limited to a formal bulleted-list type outline, but keep in mind 
that your outline should give me a strong idea of what to expect in your final 
submission. Your outline should indicate to me that you are nearing the 
completion phase of your project. You should think of your outline as 
similar to a final draft of your project. You should have already completed 
your analysis when you begin to outline, and you should include any 
information from your analysis that you intend to use in your project in your 
final outline. Your outline should include more than simple identification of 
what you will do in the project, taking the additional step to include what 
you did (ex: instead of “I will use Merton’s strain theory to explain x about 
my content,” approach the outline in terms of “I used Merton’s Strain theory 
to interpret my analyzed content finding that x was a perfect example of 
“innovation” because “innovation” is [definition], and when z character did x 
behavior, it was an innovative response to strain from anomie given y 
circumstance facing z character) 
 
Return to your formal bibliography. Prior to submitting, check to ensure it is 
complete: 

- Are all of your references included?  
- Are all of your annotations removed?  
- Are your references formatted in ASA or APA format?  

o Did you double check the formatting yourself? 
- Did you have comments on your annotated bibliography about 

formatting that need to be addressed?  
o Did you address the comments? 

 
Once your formal references list is complete, submit it with your outline. 
 
When in doubt, cite! 
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More on alternatives to bulleted-list type outlines: 
I encourage you to construct the outline so that it is most useful for your 
own approach to working and this project. Writing a song? Your outline 
may look more like drafted lyrics with annotations than a bulleted list. 
Creating a flyer? Your outline might provide a layout for the information on 
the flyer and graphics (or notes about graphics) you plan to place – a sort 
of visual sketch. Making an audiovisual commercial advertisement? Maybe 
you include your script and some stage notes.  
 
The most important thing is to avoid the “useless outline,” meaning you 
should not worry about formatting over utility. If the technique is useful to 
you, I may ask your reasoning, but I will seldom tell you to abandon the 
technique.  
 
Reach out to me if you have concerns about your approach to the outline 
and if more detail is needed, I can provide some direction specific to your 
personal project during that conversation.  
 
[MOVE TO STEP 6 ON NEXT PAGE] 
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Step 6 - The Final Project Submission  
(due May 1 @ 11:59 pm) 
 
Begin the process of completing your educational media presentation after 
you have submitted your final outline/bibliography. When available, review 
any feedback I might have given on your outline/bibliography. Be sure to 
address the feedback in your final submission. When you feel that your 
project is finished, submit your file to eLC using the “Final Project” item in 
“Assignments.”  
 
Acceptable file formats include: .docx , .pdf , .pptx , .mp3 , .mp4, or link 
to your uploaded recording on a host platform like YouTube 
 
You MUST check with me if you prefer a format other than the ones listed 
above.  
 
Do not assume – if I cannot open your file, I cannot grade it! 
 
[MOVE TO OPTIONAL STEP 7, NEXT PAGE] 
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Optional Step 7 – Share w/Peers and “Class Pets” 
 
We have one class meeting after the official project due date (May 2). We 
will use this class sessions to cover our “class pets” feature. For the 
remaining time on our May 2 class session, you have the opportunity to 
present your project to the class.  
 
There are no points associated with sharing your project, but in my 
experience, the final projects are extremely creative, informative, and often 
humorous. I encourage you to share if you think your peers would benefit 
from seeing your work! I’ll post a sign-up sheet for those of you wanting to 
present your projects when we enter Module 4. 
 
The class pets submission space is already open on eLC under 
“assignments.” You should submit a slide with a photo of your pet with their 
name and a brief bio (tell us about their personality, etc.). Plants are also 
considered acceptable “Class Pets” submissions. If you consider yourself a 
parent to something other than a pet or plant and would like to be featured 
in our “Class Pets” presentation, we can discuss your idea in student hours, 
or you can submit to the “Class Pets” assignment and include a brief 
explanation about why you want this submission to be featured (for 
example, if you have a human child, or alternatively, you identify your 
vehicle as your “baby” and have named it). 
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